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We introduce a set of clustering algorithms whose performance function is such that the algorithms
overcome one of the weaknesses of K-means, its sensitivity to initial conditions which leads it to converge
to a local optimum rather than the global optimum. We derive online learning algorithms and illustrate
their convergence to optimal solutions which K-means fails to find. We then extend the algorithm by
underpinning it with a latent space which enables a topology preserving mapping to be found. We show
visualisation results on some standard data sets.
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1. Introduction
One of the major tasks falling to a data analyst is to
find groups of data all of which share some under-
lying feature which is not shared by other samples
in the dataset. This is known as clustering the data
if it is done in an unsupervised manner i.e. if we
do not give the method any class information on
which to work. The K-means algorithm12,15,17 is one
of the most frequently used investigatory algorithms
in data analysis. The algorithm attempts to locate K
prototypes or means throughout a data set in such a
way that the K prototypes in some way best repre-
sents the data. It is an iterative algorithm in which
K means are spread throughout the data and the
data samples are allocated to the mean which is clos-
est (often in Euclidean norm) to the sample. Then
the K means are repositioned as the average of data
points allocated to each mean. This continues until
stable convergence is reached. The K-means algo-
rithm is one of the first which a data analyst will
use to investigate a new data set because it is algo-
rithmically simple, relatively robust and gives ‘good
enough’ answers over a wide variety of data sets: it
will often not be the single best algorithm on any
individual data set but it may be close to the optimal
over a wide range of data sets. However the algorithm
is known to suffer from the defect that the means or
prototypes found depend on the initial values given
to them at the start of the simulation: a typical pro-
gram will converge to a local optimum. There are a
number of heuristics in the literature which attempt
to address this issue but, at heart, the fault lies
in the performance function on which K-means is
based.
Reference 14 proposed a global K-means algo-
rithm, an incremental approach to clustering that
adds one cluster prototype at a time through a
deterministic global search consisting of N (the data
size) executions of the K-means; this algorithm can
obtain equivalent or better results than the standard
K-means, but it suffers from high computation cost
and at the same time gives no guarantee to find the
optimum.
Arthur and Vassilvitskii3 improved the K-means
algorithm by substituting the random allocation of
the prototypes with a seeding technique. They give
experimental results that show the advantage of this
algorithm in time and accuracy.
A variation on K-means is the so-called soft
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and d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between a and
b. β is a “stiffness” parameter. Note that the stan-
dard K-means algorithm is a special case of the
soft K-means algorithm in which the responsibilities,
rkn = 1 when mk is the closest prototype to xn and
0 otherwise. However the soft K-means does increase
the non-localness of the interaction since the respon-
sibilities are typically never exactly equal to 0 for any
data point-prototype combination.
However there are still problems with soft
K-means. We find that with soft K-means it is impor-
tant to choose a good value for β; if we choose a poor
value we may have poor results in finding the clus-
ters. However, even with a good value, we often still
find that soft K-means has the problem of sensitivity
to the prototypes’ initialization.
In this paper, we show how we can extend our
algorithms in Refs. 5, 7 and allow them to learn in
online mode, which may lead to different results due
to the different behavior in the learning process. Fur-
thermore, a limitation of batch processing algorithms
is that they cannot readily respond to new data if the
data only becomes available over time. Also if the
data set is non-stationary, a batch algorithm cannot
respond to the changing statistics of the data over
time. Thus we construct a new set of online clustering
algorithms based on extension of some of our algo-
rithms and sharing the same performance functions.
2. A Family of New Algorithms
In this paper we introduce a new family of algorithms
that solve the problem of sensitivity to initial condi-
tions in K-means.
Given an input data samples (x1,x2, . . . ,xN ),
where xi ∈ d, and prototypes (m1,m2, . . . ,mK),
where ml ∈ d, the performance function for







‖xi − mj‖2 (3)
which we wish to minimise by moving the prototypes
to the appropriate positions.
Note that (3) detects only the prototypes closest
to data points and then distributes them to give the
minimum performance which determines the cluster-
ing. Any prototype which is still far from data is not
utilised and does not enter any calculation that gives
minimum performance. This may result in dead pro-
totypes, which are never appropriate for any cluster.
Thus initializing prototypes appropriately can have
a big effect in K-means.
The central idea in the new algorithms is that
each prototype before moving to any new location
takes account of all the other prototypes’ positions
and, in particular, to their relative locations with
respect to the data points, and hence it is possible for
it to identify the free clusters that are not recognized
by the other prototypes.
2.1. Weighted K-means
algorithm (WK)
We wish to form a performance function with the
following properties:
• Minimum performance gives an intuitively ‘good’
clustering.
• It creates a relationship between all data points
and all prototypes.












‖xi − mk‖2. (4)
The rationale behind this performance function is
that we wish to utilise the minimum distance in
our learning algorithm but retain the global inter-
action which is necessary to ensure all prototypes
play a part in the clustering. We have previously
derived a batch clustering algorithm associated with
this performance function by calculating the partial
derivatives of (4) with respect to the prototypes, set-
ting this to zero and hence finding the optimal pro-
totypes’ positions. We call the resulting algorithm
Weighted K-means (though recognising that other
weighted versions of K-means have been developed
in the literature). This gives a solution of




i∈Vj ,j =r xibir∑
i∈Vr air +
∑
i∈Vj ,j =r bir
(5)
where Vr contains the indices of data points that are
closest to mr, Vj contains the indices of all the other
points and
air = ‖xi − mr(t)‖ + 2
K∑
j=1
‖xi − mj‖ (6)
bir =
‖xi − mk∗‖2
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where again k∗ = arg mink ‖xi−mk‖. We have given
extensive analysis and simulations in Ref. 6 show-
ing that this algorithm will cluster the data with
the prototypes which are closest to the data points
being positioned in such a way that the clusters can
be identified. However there can be some potential
prototypes which are not sufficiently responsive to
the data and so never move to identify a cluster. In
fact, these points move to (a weighted) centre of the
data set. This may be an advantage in some cases in
that we can easily identify redundancy in the proto-
types however it does waste computational resources
unnecessarily.
2.2. Inverse Weighted K-means
algorithm (IWK)












‖xi − mk‖n. (8)
Using the same method as above, this gives the batch
algorithm




i∈Vj ,j =r xibir∑
i∈Vr air +
∑
i∈Vj ,j =r bir
(9)
where Vr contains the indices of data points that are
closest to mr, Vj contains the indices of all the other
points and





‖xi − mj‖p (10)
bir = p
‖xi − mk∗‖n
‖xi − mr(t)‖p+2 . (11)
From the above, we see that n ≥ p if the direction
of the first term is to be correct and n ≤ p + 2 to
ensure stability in all parts of that equation. In prac-
tice, we have found that a viable algorithm may be
found by using (11) for all prototypes (and thus never
using (10) for the closest prototype). We call this the
Inverse Weighted K-means Algorithm (IWK).
3. Online Clustering Algorithms
In this section, we show how we can extend the algo-
rithms in Sec. 2 and allow them to learn in online
mode. The aim of this section is to allow prototypes
to learn in a different way, online, to that in batch
mode. This may lead to different results due to the
different behavior in the learning process. Further-
more, a limitation of batch processing algorithms
is that they cannot readily respond to new data if
the data only becomes available over time. Thus we
construct a new set of online clustering algorithms
based on extension of some of the algorithms in the
previous section and sharing the same performance
functions.
3.1. Online K-means algorithm








‖xi − mj‖2 (12)
The implementation of the online K-means algorithm
is as follows21:
(1) Initialization: initialize the cluster prototype vec-
tors m1, . . . ,mk
(2) Loop for M iterations:






(b) update the prototype mk∗ as
m(new)k∗ = mk∗ − ζ
∂J1
∂mk∗
= mk∗ + ζ(xi − mk∗)
where ζ is a learning rate usually set to be a
small positive number (e.g., 0.05).
The learning rate can also gradually decrease during
the learning process.
3.2. IWK online algorithm v1
(IWKO1)
As shown in (9), in batch mode we have:
mk =
a1x1 + · · · + aNxN
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3.2.1. Implementation (Online mode)
In online mode, for IWK we can do something similar
to (13) (taking into account that we receive one input
sample at a time) as follows:
(1) Initialization:
— initialize the cluster prototype vectors
m1, . . . ,mK
— initialize one dimensional vector, v, with K
elements to one, v1 = 1, . . . , vK = 1
note: vk will represent the value that should be
in denominator of (13) after feeding the input
sample (it is used also for normalization).
(2) Loop for M iterations:











(new) = vk + ai
To clarify how this implementation is going to build
(13), we will feed two data points as an example.
After feeding the first data point x1, we will have
the following:
m(new)k =
(mk ∗ 1) + a1x1
1 + a1
vk
(new) = 1 + a1












Artificial data set, 130 data points (6 clusters), 6 prototypes












IWKO1 Identified the clusters successfully
Fig. 1. Left: Artificial data set: data set is shown as 6 clusters of red ‘*’s, prototypes are initialized to lie within one
cluster and shown as blue ‘o’s. Right: IWKO1 succeeds in identifying all the clusters.







(1 + a1) + a2x2
1 + a1 + a2
=
mk + a1x1 + a2x2
1 + a1 + a2
vk
(new) = 1 + a1 + a2
And so on in the same way for all data points. In this
version we try to implement the batch mode algo-
rithm but when we have the data one at a time. May
we need before the end of the execution to subtract
mk from the numerator and 1 from the denomerator
to have (13).
3.2.2. Simulation
Figure 1, right, shows the results after applying
IWKO1 to the artificial data set in Fig. 1, left.
3.3. IWK online algorithm v2
(IWKO2)
In this section we show how it is possible to allow all
the units (prototypes) to learn, not only the winner
as in K-means or the winner with its neighbors as in
SOM. In this algorithm, it is not necessary to specify
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3.3.1. Implementation (Online mode)
(1) Initialization: initialize the cluster prototype vec-
tors m1, . . . ,mk
(2) Loop for M iterations:






and update all the prototypes mk as
m(new)k∗ = mk∗ − ζaik∗(xi − mk∗)
where









× (xi − mk)
where ζ is a learning rate usually set to be a
small positive number (e.g., 0.05).
3.3.2. Simulation
We applied IWKO2 and K-means to some artificial
data sets. We found K-means failed to identify all the












K-means failed to identify the clusters successfully












IWKO2 identified all the clusters successfully
Fig. 3. Left: K-means results. Right: IWKO2 succeeds in identifying all the clusters.
Note: for this algorithm, it is also possible to work in the same manner as the SOM and update the winner with its
neighbors instead of updating all the units. In this way, we can create an algorithm that has the advantages of both SOM
and IWKO2.












Artificial data set, 190 data points ( 9 clusters ), 9 prototypes
Fig. 2. Artificial data set: data set is shown as 6 clusters
of red ‘*’s, prototypes are initialized to lie within one
cluster and shown as blue ‘o’s.
Note: K-means can succeed with this artificial data
set by choosing perfect prototypes’ initialization, but we
want to show that the new algorithm IWKO2 still works
well even if we have a bad initialization in which K-means
failed.
clusters due to the bad initialization while IWKO2
algorithm succeeded. Figure 3 shows the results after
applying K-means, left, and IWKO2, right, to the
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3.4. K-Harmonic means — online
mode algorithm (KHMO)










Then we wish to move the prototypes in such a















Setting this equal to 0 and “solving” for the mk’s,


























where we have used di,k for ‖xi − mk‖ to simplify
the notation. There are some practical issues to deal
with in the implementation details of which are given
in Refs. 19, 20.
Reference 20 have extensive simulations showing
that this algorithm converges to a better solution
(less prone to finding a local minimum because of












artificial data set - 190 data points (9 clusters) - 9 prototypes 












KHM online algorithm identify all the clusters successfully
Fig. 4. Left: Artificial data set: data set is shown as 9 clusters of red ‘*’s, prototypes are initialized to lie within one
cluster and shown as blue ‘o’s. Right: KHMO succeeds in identifying all the clusters.
poor initialization) than both standard K-means or
a mixture of experts trained using the EM algorithm.
3.4.1. Implementation (Online mode)
From (15) we have:
∂JHA(xi)
∂mk
















× (xi − mk)
where ζ is a learning rate usually set to be a small
positive number (e.g., 0.05).
3.4.2. Simulation
Figure 4 (right), shows the results after applying
KHMO to the artificial data set in Fig. 4 (left).
4. A Topology Preserving Mapping
In this section we show how it is possible to extend
one of the previous clustering algorithms to pro-
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A topographic mapping (or topology preserving
mapping) is a transformation which captures some
structure in the data so that points which are
mapped close to one another share some common
feature while points which are mapped far from one
another do not share this feature. The Self-organizing
Map (SOM) was introduced as a data quantisation
method but has found at least as much use as a visu-
alisation tool.
Topology-preserving mappings such as the Self-
organizing Map (SOM)13 and the Generative Topo-
graphic Mapping(GTM)8 have been very popular
for data visualization: we project the data onto the
map which is usually two dimensional and look for
structure in the projected map by eye. We have
recently investigated a family of topology preserving
mappings9 which are based on the same underlying
structure as the GTM.
The basis of our model is K latent
points, t1, t2, . . . , tK , which are going to generate the
K prototypes, mk. To allow local and non-linear mod-
eling, we map those latent points through a set of M
basis functions, f1( ), f2( ), . . . , fM ( ). This gives us a
matrix Φ where φkj = fj(tk). Thus each row of
Φ is the response of the basis functions to one latent
point, or alternatively we may state that each column
of Φ is the response of one of the basis functions to the
set of latent points. One of the functions, fj( ), acts
as a bias term and is set to one for every input. Typ-
ically the others are gaussians centered in the latent
space. The output of these functions are then mapped
by a set of weights, W , into data space. W is M × D,
where D is the dimensionality of the data space, and is
the sole parameter which we change during training.
We will use wi to represent the ith column of W and
Φj to represent the row vector of the mapping of the
jth latent point. Thus each basis point is mapped to a
point in data space, mj = (ΦjW )T .
We may update W either in batch mode or with
online learning: with the Topographic Product of
Experts,9 we used a weighted mean squared error;
with the Harmonic Topographic Mapping,18 we used
Harmonic K-Means. We now apply the Inverse
Weighted K-means Online algorithm (IWKO) to the
same underlying structure to create a new topology
preserving algorithm.
Each data point is visualized as residing at the
prototype on the map which would win the compe-
tition for that data point. However we can do rather
better by defining the responsibility that the jth pro-
totype has for the ith data point as
rji =
exp(−γ‖xi − wj‖2)∑
k exp(−γ‖xi − wk‖2)
(18)
We then project points taking into account these
responsiblities: let yij be the projection of the ith






where tkj is the jth coordinate of the kth latent
point.
4.2. Inverse-weighted K-means (batch
mode) Topology-preserving
Mapping (IKToM)
The IKToM algorithm, like teh IKoToM algorithm,
has the same underlying structure as the GTM, with
a number of latent points that are mapped to a fea-
ture space by M Gaussian functions, and then into
the data space by a matrix W . Each latent point t
indexed by k is mapped, through a set of M fixed
basis functions φ1( ), φ2( ), . . . , φM ( ) to a prototype
in data space mk = Wφ(tk).
But the similarity ends there because the objec-
tive function is not a probabilistic function like the
GTM neither it is optimised with the Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithm. Instead, the IKToM
uses the well proved clustering abilities of the
K-means algorithm, improved by using Inverse
Weighted K-means (IWK), batch mode, to make it
insensitive to initialisation.
4.3. Simulation
4.3.1. Artificial data set
We create a simulation with 10 latent points deemed
to be equally spaced in a one dimensional latent
space, passed through 5 Gaussian basis functions and
then mapped to the data space by the linear mapping
W which is the only parameter we adjust. We gener-
ated 500 two dimensional data points, (x1, x2), from
the function x2 = x1 + 1.25 sin(x1) + µ where µ is
noise from a uniform distribution in [0,1]. Final result
from the IKoToM is shown in Fig. 5 in which the pro-
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IKoToM, 1 DIM manifold
Fig. 5. The resulting prototypes’ positions after apply-
ing IKoToM. Prototypes are shown as blue ’o’s.
see that nearby latent points take responsibility for
nearby data points.
4.3.2. Real data set
(1) IRIS data set:
In this data set we have 150 samples with 4
dimensions and 3 types.
The iris data set is available at Ref. 1.
(2) Algae data set:
In this data set we have 72 samples with 18
dimensions and 9 types.
This data set is available at Ref. 1.
















IKoToM, Iris data set, 3 types
















IKToM, IRIS data set, 3 types
Fig. 6. The result of applying IKoToM, left, and IKToM, right to the Iris real data set.
(3) Genes data set:
In this data set we have 40 samples with 3036
dimensions and 3 types.
This data set is available at Ref. 2.
(4) Glass data set:
In this data set we have 214 samples with 10
dimensions and 6 types.
This data set is available at Ref. 1.
We show in Figs. 6, 7, 8 and 9 the projections of
the real data set shown above onto a two dimen-
sional grid of latent points using IKoToM, left, and
IKToM, right. In each case, we see a projection of the
classes into the latent space which gives a separation
between the classes: most researchers will recognise
the projection of the iris data set as familiar in that
one class is readily separated while the other two are
rather more difficult to separate; on the other data
sets, we achieve results which are comparable with
the best projections found by other methods we have
used,4,10,11 for example, by using IKoToM we iden-
tify all the 9 clusters in algae data set, while in the
other methods 7 clusters or less were identified.
5. Conclusion
We have discussed one shortcoming of the K-means
algorithm: its sensitivity to poor initialization which
leads it to converge to a local rather than global
optimum. We have shown how different performance
functions lead to algorithms which incorporate the
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IKToM, Algae data set, 9 types
Fig. 7. The result of applying IKoToM, left, and IKToM, right to the Algae real data set.
















IKoToM, Genes data set, 3 types
















IKToM, Genes data set, 3 types
Fig. 8. The result of applying IKoToM, left, and IKToM, right to the Genes real data set.
















IKoToM, Glass data set, 6 types














IKToM - Glass date set - 6 types
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allow prototypes to optimally cluster a data set. We
have derived both a batch algorithm and online algo-
rithms from these performance functions.
We have extended these algorithms by using them
with an underlying latent space which enables topol-
ogy preserving mappings to be developed. We have
illustrated these mappings (both batch and online
versions) on a variety of data sets and shown how
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